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NewsChannel 3 News at 5am (Weekdays) 
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COMMUNITY 
1. NewsChannel 3 at 6:00pm, July 30, 2014, Length :26 We first told you about Alyssa Briggs 

back in May.  She's in a wheelchair -- and wanted to do what many of us take for granted -- 
get in a car and drive.  You can take action tonight to support "Alyssa’s journey for wheels." 
right now -- at the chick-fil-a in Gloucester -- 10-percent of your total bill can go toward 
Alyssa’s fundraising efforts to get that special van. 

2. NewsChannel 3 at 6:00pm, July 30, 2014, Length :32 Because of all the recent violence in 
Norfolk -- members of the community came together today for a peace rally. It was held 
earlier this evening -- at the doctor Martin Luther King Memorial. Dozens of people took 
part in the event -- calling for peace in the mermaid city after numerous shootings in the 
past few months. Organizers say it's time for people in the community to take action. 

3. NewsChannel 3 at 6:00pm, July 16, 2014, Length :31 The crew of the u-s-s Nitze is back 
home with their families. We showed you when they pulled into naval station Norfolk 
yesterday morning. While on deployment - the sailors kept busy by volunteering in the 
countries they visited. They logged more than 700-hours of community service. 

4. NewsChannel 3 at 6:00pm, July 24, 2014, Length :26 The trauma for these tornado 
survivors sank in as they poured into an emergency shelter set up north Hampton high 
school today. The gym quickly turned into a rescue zone and the community took action to 
help. Bringing water--pet food--socks-- one local shop even set up just about an hour after 
the shelter opened -- to hand out a much needed cup of coffee. 

5. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 6:30am August 29, 2014 Length :31 A young Virginia Beach 
woman is one step closer to being honored **again** for taking action for the homeless. 
You may remember Mariah smith -- who was once homeless herself.  Her charity is now in 
the running for two other competitions. 

6. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 5:30am August 27, 2014 Length 1:46 Year after year, a 
church deacon in Hampton has been taking action to make sure kids are prepared to go 
back to school. And she's very passionate about this mission. Deacon Powell didn't want the 
spotlight, but thanks to an email from fellow church member, Judy Featherson, news 
channel 3 and our community partner Southern Bank gave her a $100 visa gift card. 

7. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 5:30am August 20, 2014 Length 2:14 A Good Samaritan 
found a stolen purse and returned it to a local college professor. The money was gone, but 
there was something more valuable inside. To say thank you, the professor set up a lunch at 
a town center coffee shop so we could surprise that Good Samaritan. 

8. NewsChannel 3 at 6pm August 15, 2014 Length 2:25 A follow up on one of our people 
taking action winners.  A group we've told you about before that works to make sure kids in 
need are ready to start the new school year prepared with supplies. As Newshannel 3's Kurt 
Williams reports -- the "Afro Dogs" are gearing up for another back to school give-away. 

9. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 6:00 am September 29 Length :26 Here is a list of 
companies giving away free coffee for National Coffee Day. You can get a free 12 once dark 
roast at Dunkin donuts. McDonald’s is giving away a small cup of coffee during breakfast 
hours. And Krispy Kreme is giving away a free cup of regular of decaf. 

10. NewsChannel 3 at 11:00pm September 27, 2014 Length :31 The Annual Bra-Ha-Ha was last 
night in Chesapeake. The creative design event promotes breast cancer awareness and 
raises money for free mammograms.  Newschannel 3's Barbara Ciara helped judge the 
competition. 

11. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 5:00am September 29, 2014 Length :22 A homecoming 
celebration at Fort Eustis. Members of the 7th Transportation Brigade returned home last 



night to lots of hugs and kisses.  More than 40 soldiers from the 384th Movement Control 
Team and the 511th Engineer Dive Detachment returned from deployments.  

12. NewsChannel 3at 5:30pm September 3, 2014 Length :21 The Newport News police 
department is holding a coffee with a cop event tomorrow morning. Angelo’s Steak and 
Pancake House on J. Clyde Morris Boulevard is hosting the event. Officers will be available 
from 8 until 10.  The event gives the community a chance to meet and become familiar with 
the officers patrolling their neighborhoods. 

 

CONSUMER ADVOCACY  
1. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 6:30am July 31, 2014 Length :35 hyundai has two separate 

recalls involving sonatas. the automaker is recalling 883-thousand 2011 to 2014 sonata 
sedans. hyundai says the transmission shift cable can detach from the shift lever pin. that 
could cause the car to be in a different gear than shown on its dashboard. the other recall 
involves nearly 57-hundred 2015 sonatas because of a brake issue. one or both of the front 
brake calipers can fracture due to a manufacturing error. Hyundai says people should not 
drive the car and to contact the company for a free fix. 

2. NewsChannel 3 at 6pm July 11, 2014 Length :25 newschannel 3 taking action to warn you 
about a new recall: 31-thousand power adaptor chargers -- the kind many of you may use to 
charge your phone. the problem here -- the adaptors can overheat and catch fire. if you 
have one of these adaptors stop using it immediately and throw them away. for all the 
details, just head to w-t-k-r-dot-com and look for this story. 

3. NewsChannel 3 at Noon July 23, 2014 Length :30 chrysler is recalling thousands of jeep 
grand cherokees and jeep comnanders. around 800-thousand jeep models from 2005  to 
2007 could be affected. a faulty ignition switch is to blame. chrysler's recalls come as rival 
automaker general motors has recalled nearly 28 million vehicles worldwide for similar 
ignition switch issues. chrylser is aware of one reported accident associated with the defect. 
for a full list of recalled vehicles check out wtkr dot com and look for this story. 

4. NewsChannel 3 at 4:00pm July 4, 2014 Length 1:45 speaking of enjoying the fourth of july - 
many of us will enjoy the holiday weekend - grilling outside! sales of grills have fallen in 
recent years - and that is good news for your wallet!  consumer reports tested a few of them 
- so you don't waste your money. 

5. NewsChannel 3 at Noon August 4, 2014 Length :20 petsmart is recalling 33-thousand top 
fin plastic aquarium heaters. the heaters are not stable and could shock you.  if you have 
one of these heaters unplug it and remove it from the aquarium immediately. you can take 
it back to petsmart for a full refund. for all the details, just go to w-t-k-r-dot-com and look 
for this story. 

6. NewsChannel 3 at 6:00pm August 19, 2014 Length :25 more than 39-thousand child safety 
seats are being recalled. the company -- recaro -- says the seat can let a child's head move 
too far in a crash if not properly installed. the recall covers pro-sport model 385 made from 
june of 2010 to january of 2013. no word if the problem has caused any injuries. 

7. NewsChannel 3 at Noon August 20, 2014 Length :20 there's a voluntary recall of several lots 
of peanut butter, almond butter and other nut butters. they may be contaiminated with 
salmonella. the brands you need to check for are arrowhead mills peanut butters and 
maranatha almond butters and peanut butters. also on the list are specific private label nut 
butters sold under the trader joe's,  whole foods, and kroger brands. if you have these, you 
can contact the company for a new jar or a refund. 



8. NewsChannel 3 at 11 August 25, 2014 Length :25 apple says a very small percentage of i-
phone-five smartphones may only hold a charge for a short time -- before having to be re-
charged.  only i-phone five smartphones sold between september 2012 and january 2013 
are eligible -- and only those that fall within a certain range of serial numbers.  apple has 
opened a website that allows people to determine whether their phones are eligible.  

9. NewsChannel 3 at 6:00pm August 27, 2014 Length :20 spiders are at the center of a recall 
involving more than 19 thousand suzuki cars.  the automaker says spider webs can clog a 
fuel vapor vent in some model 2010 to 2013 kizashi cars, cutting off air flow and possibly 
causing fuel leaks and fires.  no accidents or injuries have been reported -- but u.s. service 
centers will replace the vent with one that has a filter. 

10. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 6:30am September 2, 2014 Length :25 kraft food groups--
recalling more than 7-thousand cases of kraft american singles. the company said: a supplier 
did not store one of its ingredients at the correct temperature. so far, no one has reported 
getting sick from the cheese... but kraft is urging customers who purchased it to return it to 
the store where they bought it-- for a full refund. there are four different types of kraft 
american singles in the recall... look for the "best when used by" dates of february 20, 2015 
and february 21, 2015. 

11. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 5:30am September 11, 2014 Length :20 more than 20-
thousand of these inflatable rubber tubes are being recalled because they could irritate the 
skin.  coleman, the company that makes the inflatable tubes, says it's received 24 reports so 
far of skin irritations after people came in contact with the tube. they were sold at walmart 
stores nationwide and online at walmart.com from january to july for about 25 dollars. 

12. NewsChannel 3 at 6:00pm September 12, 2014 Length :25 the company is now recalling 
more than 70 thousand older model s-u-v's.  the problem? a faulty pump could cause the 
engine to overheat and just shut down. the recall affects ford escapes from 2005 through 
2008 and  mercury mariners from 2006 through 2008. so far no injuries or crashes have 
been reported. 

13. NewsChannel 3 at 4:00pm September 30, 2014 Length 1:45 apple has been taking a lot of 
heat with reports that its new iphone 6 phones bend under pressure.  consumer reports 
wanted to bring some science to the matter to find how much force it takes for the iphone 6 
to bend and not bend back.  jessica larche has more  so you don’t waste your money. 

14. NewsChannel 3 at 4:00pm September 15, 2014 Length 1:45 the end of hurricane season is 
still a few months away. what if the next big one knocks out your power?  a good portable 
generator can keep the basics running.  consumer reports just tested more than 40 and can 
tell you which generators offer the best performance, so you have power when you need it. 

15. NewsChannel 3 at 4:00pm September 4, 2014 Length 1:45 you've probably heard of 
downsizing -- maybe you've even thought about doing it yourself! but for many people -- the 
idea of moving into a smaller home can be overwhelming. laila muhammad has more 
tonight on how you can make the situation a win-win! there's a way to get the most money 
for the stuff you no longer need!  

16. NewsChannel 3 at 5:00pm September 9, 2014 Length 1:45 the f-b-i is investigating a photo 
hacking case.   dozens of "revealing" photos of celebrities---exposed on the internet. as 
wendy gillette reports -- cyber security experts say: popular cloud systems may be how the 
hackers got in! 

 

 
 



CRIME & DRUGS 
1. NewsChannel 3 at 6pm July 31, 2014 Length :20 Malicious wounding arrest made in 

Norfolk. Man stabbed another with a knife on View Street, was arrested for it. 
2. NewsChannel 3 at 5pm July 31, 2014, Length :30 Three teens were arrested in York County 

after police say they tried to rob a person at knife point. They punched victim in the face 
when he wouldn’t hand over his cell phone. 

3. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30pm July 22, 2014 Length 1:30 A massage parlor was busted for 
providing prostitution services. We spoke to a nearby business and a licenses massage 
professional who says this makes everyone in the area look bad. 

4. NewsChannel 3 at 4:00pm July 22, 2014 Length 1:45 A Newport News man took action 
when 2 men broke into a boarding house on 31st Street. Guys had fake guns, when the 
victim realized it, he fought back. 

5. NewsChannel 3 at 4:00pm August 31, 2014 Length :25 Man arrested for making a bomb, 
told police he didn’t want to hurt anyone, he just wanted to see what would happen if it 
went off. Police say he was arrested because the device was deadly. 

6. NewsChannel 3 at 5:00pm August 27, 2014 Length :20 Police arrested 35 years old for 
possessing child porn in Norfolk. Police say he also created child porn, and used a phone to 
send it. He was held without bond. 

7. NewsChannel 3 at 5:00pm August 26, 2014 Length:20 A Virginia Beach man was arrested 
after he brought a dog to the vet, and they found that it had broken bones and severe 
trauma. 

8. NewsChannel at 6:00pm August 25, 2014 Length :25 Newport News police arrested a 50 
years old man after they say he attacked his neighbor with a baseball bat during a fight. 

9. NewsChannel 3 at Noon September 26, 2014 Length :20 Kenneth Jackson from Newport 
News was arrested when they found drugs and a gun near a child’s crib in his house. It 
happened in May, but the arrest warrant wasn’t issued until September, he was arrested. 

10. NewsChannel 3 at Noon September 25, 2014 Length :45 Jesse Matthew is wanted in 
connection to missing UVA student Hannah Graham. Was seen in footage with her the night 
she went missing. 

11. NewsChannel 3 at 4:00pm September 24, 2014 Length :25 A man in Virginia Beach is 
arrested after police say he stole a rifle from Walmart. He was captured after a surveillance 
photo of him was released. 

12. NewsChannel 3 at 4:00pm September 23, 2014 Length 1:45 Police arrested a Newport 
News man who assaulted a 4 year old girl. We spoke to the girl’s mother, who said she 
trusted the man, and was horrified to hear what happened to her child.  

 

ECONOMY 
1. NewsChannel 3 at 11:00pm July 8, 2014 Length 2:00 A company wants to build a $200 

million sports arena in the City of Virginia Beach for free. But the city is still going to have to 
pay to get the whole area ready for this multi-million dollar arena. The arena would boost 
the year-round economy of the city. Right now it will cost the city $ 52 Million and could 
reach as high as $79 million. The building would have more than 18,000 seats spread across 
550,000 square feet. It could host basketball, hockey and concerts. It would cost $200 
million dollars. 

2. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30pm July 25, 2014 Length 2:00 The economy in Virginia Beach is 
taking a hit, after several weather events impacted the oceanfront during the peak of 
Tourist season. Fortunately for now, the city’s budget yearly starts on July 1st, so all of the 



costly snow removal from early this year is off the books, but if there is a significant amount 
of bad weather before July 2015, the city might have to tap into the reserve fund.  

3. NewsChannel 3 at 11:00pm July 8, 2014 Length :30 Facebook is getting out of the gift card 
business. So no more wrapped-present icons telling you to send a starbucks or target gift 
card on your friend's birthday. When it was first put in –many thought Facebook would be a 
major player for retail businesses to contend with, but the social media giant was never able 
to get a foothold into the industry.  

4. NewsChannel 3 at 4:00pm July 31, 2014 Length 2:00 More Americans are using their own 
money to pay for college. A report out tonight from Sally Mae says 42-percent of costs are 
now covered by parents - student income - or savings. and that number's been steadily 
rising for the past three years. 

5. NewsChannel 3 at 11:00pm August 26, 2014 Length :45 Norfolk city council talked about a 
new outlet mall -- coming to the city. They held a public session -- allowing people to tell 
them what they think of a new zoning ordinance that would allow them to create the 
Norfolk premium outlets. The mall will be filled with about 120 shops, and create about 
eight-hundred new jobs. 

6. Newschannel 3 at 5:30pm August 26, 2014 Length :25 500 new jobs are coming to Newport 
News. Continental-- an international auto parts manufacturing company, is expanding its 
peninsula plant. The company will spend 152 million dollars in new manufacturing 
machinery and equipment to expand their product lines. The expansion will create 500 new 
jobs through 2019 with average salaries of 50 thousand dollars including benefits.  

7. Newschannel 3 at 11:00pm August 18, 2014 Length :25 Roughly one in three Americans 
hasn`t saved any money for retirement! The good news: people who are saving are starting 
earlier. And workers in their 20's and 30's feel more secure in their jobs than any other age 
group. 

8. Newschannel 3 at 11:00pm August 18, 2014 Length 2:00 Redskins owner Dan Snyder 
welcomes Virginia Governor Terry Mcauliffe to camp. The governor said the football camp is 
helping bring jobs to the state, and has a impact on the Richmond economy. Redskins camp 
lasts about 3 weeks, and that’s 3 weeks of fans eating at restaurants, shopping and staying 
at hotels. 

9. Newschannel 3 at Noon September 25, 2014 Length :25 Friant & Associates are investing 
17.4 Million dollars in a plant in Suffolk, bringing 166 new jobs to the city. The company 
makes custom furniture. No word just yet on when they will start hiring.  

10. Newschannel 3 This Morning at 5:30am September 8, 2014 Length :25 More young people 
are choosing cash over credit cards. According to a bankrate survey, about 63 percent of the 
young adults polled do not have a  credit card. Analysts say a sluggish economy and 
mounting student loan debt may be the reason they many are not using credit cards.  Along 
with the card act of 2009, -- which made it more difficult for younger Americans to get 
them. but financial experts warn - not having credit cards means losing out on a chance to 
boost credit scores. 

11. Newschannel 3 at Noon September 8, 2014 September 8, 2014 Length :25 Right now 
millions of dollars are at stake as pressure mounts to change the team's name. There has 
been a dramatic drop in merchandise sales since the start season.  Native Americans have 
repeatedly asked team owner Dan Snyder to change the name. But snyder won't budge -- 
saying the majority of fans are not offended by it. The Redskins have a training camp in 
Virginia and are the top team in Hampton roads, so fans souring on the skins would have a 
direct impact on the local economy. 



12. Newschannel 3 at 5:00pm September 25, 2014 Length :25 The National Retail Federation 
says the average shopper will spend 77 dollars on Halloween this year. In all spending on 
this spooky holiday will reach 7-point-4 billion dollars. The bulk of the spending will be on 
costumes, that will come to about 2.8 billion dollars. 2.2 Billion on candy, 2 Billion on 
decorations, and 350 million on pet costumes. 

 

EDUCATION 
1. NewsChannel 3 at 5:00pm July 31, 2014 Length :20 With the school year coming quickly 

NCDOT is changing the times for the ferry route between Currituck and Knotts  Island. 
Starting this Monday -- the ferry will leave Currituck at six, nine and 11 in the morning -- and 
also one, 3:30 and 5:30 in the afternoon. 

2. NewsChannel 3 at 11:00pm July 31, 2014 Length :20 The sales tax holiday for school 
supplies is upon us this weekend in Virginia!  You can get all the school supplies you need 
without paying taxes.  Go to WTKR.com for info. 

3. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 6:00am July 30, 2014 Length :20 The new 63 million dollar 
Kemps Landing Old Donation school is being built to replace old donation center and Kemps 
Landing magnet in VB. The new kemps landing old donation school is expected to open in 
the fall of 2017.  

4. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 6:30am July 28, 2014 Length :20 A Virginia Tech student 
was awarded a scholarship.  But he ended up giving it away to his father so he could go to 
school. 

5. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30pm August 22, 2014 Length 1:40 Some 1900 students are in limbo 
after a  judge ruled the state can not hand out millions of dollars in education money in the 
form of vouchers. 

6. NewsChannel 3 at 11:00pm August 19, 2014 Length 1:30 More parents in NC are home 
schooling their kids.  The state estimates over 98 thousand kids will be homeschooled this 
year, and that just under 96 thousand will be in private school. 

7. NewsChannel 3 at Noon August 19, 2014 Length :20 Operation backpack blitz is underway.  
Some of the kids who will benefit are involved with the 4kids organization.  

8. NewsChannel 3 at 5:00pm August 8, 2014 Length 1:30 More grandparents are helping pay 
for college.  A survey from Fidelity investments finds more than 50 percent of grandparents 
are saving or plan to save for their grandchildren`s education.  The department of education 
says total college costs have jumped more than 500 percent in the past 30 years. 

9. NewsChannel 3 at Noon September 23, 2014 Length :20 The number of homeless school 
children in the US is on the rise.  The department of education reports, one-point-three- 
million homeless children were enrolled in US schools between the 2012 and 2013 school 
year. 

10. NewsChannel 3 at 5:00pm September 16, 2014 Length 1:30 Corporal punishment is still 
legal in NC.  Many parents didn’t know that.  Fourth-graders were the most likely to be 
paddled, according to the 2012-13 statistics, and six children were spanked because of 
cellphone use. 

11. NewsChannel 3 at Noon September 15, 2014 Length :20 Virginia released it’s school budget 
proposal for this year.  The deal includes: state agencies and departments must submit a 
plan to reduce spending by five percent this year.  The proposed budget elminated 45 
million dollars to higher education and 30 million dollars to local governments.  



12. NewsChannel 3 at 6:00pm September 10, 2014 Length 1:30 Virginia schools are trying to 
keep the Enterovirus from spreading.  The state health department sent notice to the board 
of education.  So far Hampton Roads hasn’t seen any cases. 

 

ENVIRONMENT 
1. NewsChannel 3 at 4:00pm July 22, 2014 Length 1:30 Birds hit with blow darts. Someone is 

hitting birds with blow darts in Elizabeth City, NC. Suspects never caught. 
2. NewsChannel 3 at 5:00pm July 22, 2014 Length 1:01 Courtland Storm Damage – Damage left 

behind from severe weather. 
3. NewsChannel 3 at 6:00pm July 28, 2014 Length :36 Backbay National wildlife refuge – 

working on new hiking and biking trails and better parking.  
4. NewsChannel 3 at 11:00pm July 30, 2014 Length 1:30 Coast Guard talking about drowning 

deaths in NC, ways to save lives 
5. NewsChannel 3 at 4:00pm August 15, 2014 Length :30 Virginia Beach Oceanfront swimming 

bans lifted – Bacteria levels have fallen to acceptable levels at the Oceanfront. 
6. NewsChannel 3 at 5:00pm August 22, 2014 Length 1:30 Virginia Beach Water Samples – How 

do the experts test water on the beach for bacteria and how do they decide if beach should 
be shut down? 

7. NewsChannel 3 at 6:00pm August 20, 2014 Length 1:30 Flaws in flooding study – A report 
lists Virginia Beach as the number one flood safe city along the East Coast. 

8. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30pm August 15, 2014 Length 1:30 Thalia Creek Greenway – Between 
skyscrapers of Town Center in Virginia Beach and the surrounding neighborhoods, there 
needs to be a greenway where people can walk safely. Plans call to connect it to Mt 
Trashmore. 

9. NewsChannel 3 at 4:00pm September 17 , 2014 Length 1:30 Solar Flares – the impact of the 
solar flares on our communications and satellites. 

10. NewsChannel 3 at 5:00pm September 09 , 2014 Length 1:30 West Nile Virus and local 
mosquitoes   - Local cities working to battle mosquitoes and stop spread of WNV. 

11. NewsChannel 3 at 6:00pm September 09 , 2014 Length 1:15 Bonner Bridge Future – North 
Carolina DOT working with conservation groups on a plan to replace the Bonner Bridge. 

12. NewsChannel 3 at 6:00pm September 24 , 2014 Length 1:20 Overnight tent ban approved – 
The town of Nags Head is working to keep people from leaving tents out On the beach. They 
want folks to clean up after themselves. 

 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

1. NewsChannel 3 at 5:00pm August 31, 2014 Length :20 Strikes from u-s fighter jets 
helped break an ISIS Seige in Iraq.  The militant group has now given back the town of 
Amerli.   

2. NewChannel 3 at 5:30pm August 29, 2014, Length :35 A slick public relations campaign 
using high tech propaganda  is drawing westerners into the Islamic militant group ISIS.  
Using western Jihadists from the USA and European countries the Islamic state is hoping 
to lure more young men to take up arms and fight with them.  

3. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 5:00am August 29, Length :20 Meanwhile the UK has 
raised its terror-threat level to severe in response to the rising presence of isis in Iraq 
and Syria. Today British prime minister David Cameron said ISIS is not simply seeking 
refuge in one country -- its seeking its own terrorist state and growing. 



4. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at at 5:30am July 3, 2014 Length :25 A Colorado woman 
is charged with conspiracy to provide material support to terrorists. In April --the 19-
year-old was arrested at the Denver airport. F-B-I agents say she told them she was 
going to turkey to marry a member of the terrorist group ISIS, whom she had met 
online. Officials say she planned to join him at an ISIS camp in Syria. 

5. Newschannel 3 This Morning at 5:00am July 2, 2014 Length 1:30 More American troops 
are going to Iraq to beef up security. As our locally based sailors remain on standby. This 
morning -- a new message from the ISIS militant leader. Susan McGinnis has the update. 

6. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 6:30am July 3, 2014 Length :25 Travelers will notice 
tighter security in the coming days but the new measures will not impact domestic 
flights. Officials say the new security procedures stem from concerns about a growing 
number of westerners traveling to Syria and Iraq to fight. 

 
HEALTH 

1. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30pm July 1, 2014, Length 1:30 The Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention sent a health alert to US doctors this week about the Ebola outbreak in Africa 
but maintains the risk of the deadly virus spreading to this country is low. 

2. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30pm July 3, 2014 Length 1:05  a new study in the journal of the 
american medical association finds adding 3-dimensional imaging to standard digital 
mammography increases cancer detection. researchers say the results could lead to changes 
in the way we screen for breast cancer 

3. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30pm July 17, 2014 Length 2:00 a mosquito borne virus never before 
seen in the united states is now popping up in 15 states including north carolina.  the 
centers for disease control is monitoring potential cases and outbreaks in virginia and other 
states. 

4. NewsChannel 3 at Noon July 3, 2014 Length :20 research presented to the american heart  
association looked at patients 55 or younger.  it found that a year and a half after a heart 
attack women fare worse than their male counterparts. they were more likely than men to 
see a drop in physical and mental functioning, as well as more chest pain and a lower quality 
of life.   

5. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30pm July 22, 2014 Length :30 there are new concerns that "middle 
east respiratory syndrome" --or mers-- could be transmitted through the air -- not just 
through close physical contact.  scientists in saudi arabia collected air samples from a camel 
barn that tested positive for mers on the same day that one of the nine camels in the barn 
tested positive for a strain of the deadly virus. 

6. NewsChannel 3 at Noon, July 25, 2014 Length :20 People who work rotating shifts are at 
increased risk of developing type 2 diabetes.  New research published in Occupational & 
Environmental Medicine finds shifts workers have a 9 percent increased risk for diabetes 
compared to people who worked normal office hours.   The risk for Men was even higher at 
37 percent. 

7. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30pm July 22, 2014 Length :25 there's growing concern that a device 
used during hysterectomies can spread cancer! a  new study is raising more questions about 
"power morcellation" which is used during minimally invasive surgery to fragment the 
uterus into smaller pieces so doctors can remove it through small incisions.  there have een 
growing concerns that this procedure may spread cancer that hasn't been dectected yet. 

8. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30pm July 8, 2014 Length :30 an important step  in developing a test 
that would predict who could develop alzheimer's later in life.  researchers at king's college 



in london say they are developing a blood test that could help families coping with the 
disease. 

9. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 5:30am August 22, 2014 Length 1:40 heart attack lifestyle  
--about 720-thousand americans suffer a heart attack each year. now, a new study puts 
numbers on just how much a healthy lifestyle can lower a man's risk. 

10. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30pm August 18, 2014 Length 1:45 government health officials say 
now is the time to be thinking about the flu. They have a new recommendation for young 
children getting flu shots.  For the first time, government health officials are recommending 
Flu Mist nasal spray as the preferred vaccine for healthy kids two to 8 years old.  It's made 
with live virus that is weakened. 

11. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30pm August 15, 2014 Length 1:30 it's a common health issue that 
many women don't want to talk about.  millions of women have trouble controlling their 
bladder.  now a group of doctors is releasing new guidelines to treat the condition-- without 
surgery. 

12. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30pm August 3, 2014 Length 1:45 cvs is speeding up its promise to stop 
selling tobacco products.  the nation's second-largest drugstore chain is removing its 
tobacco products nearly a month earlier than planned. 

 
 
POLITICS 

1. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30am  July 15, 2014 Length :30 Later today, former Virginia Governor 
Bob McDonnell and his wife Maureen will be back in court to argue for another witness in 
their federal corruption trial. The couple wants their attorney, Peter White, be allowed as an 
expert witness. The McDonnells are set to go on trial starting July 28th. 

2. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30am  July 15, 2014 1:30 The government is approaching another 
financial deadline. Unless congress extends funding to the federal highway trust fund by 
August first, the department of transportation says it will have to pull back on funding for 
transportation projects.  

3. NewsChannel 3 at 6:30am July 15, 2014 1:30 The government is approaching another 
financial deadline. Unless congress extends funding to the federal highway trust fund by 
August first, the department of transportation says it will have to pull back on funding for 
transportation projects.  

4. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30am   July 16, 2014 Length :50 A federal judge will now decide 
whether key testimony will be allowed in the federal corruption trial of former Virginia 
Governor Bob McDonnell and his wife. The two appeared in court yesterday, asking that an 
accountant be allowed to testify about how much money they had. The Mcdonnells did 
have some good news to report. While leaving court, they announced they are about to 
become grandparents. 

5. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30am August 4, 2014 Length :15 Later today, former Virginia Governor 
BobMcDonnell will be back in federal court in Richmond.  Mcdonnell and his wife are 
accused of accepting more than 165 thousand dollars in gifts and loans from Jonnie 
Williams, the C-E-O of a dietary supplement company, in exchange for political favors.  
Williams is expected to be back on the stand today. 

6. NewsChannel 3 at 6:30am August 4, 2014 Length :15 Later today, former Virginia Governor 
BobMcDonnell will be back in federal court in Richmond.  Mcdonnell and his wife are 
accused of accepting more than 165 thousand dollars in gifts and loans from Jonnie 
Williams, the C-E-O of a dietary supplement company, in exchange for political favors.  
Williams is expected to be back on the stand today. 



7. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30am August 15, 2014  Length :15  Later today, Virginia Governor Terry 
McAuliffe will be talking about the state budget to the committees that control the state's 
purse strings at the general assembly. The Governor will deliver his remarks at 9-30 later this 
morning at the state capitol in Richmond. 

8. NewsChannel 3 at 6:30am  August 15, 2014 Length :15  Later today, Virginia Governor Terry 
McAuliffe will be talking about the state budget to the committees that control the state's 
purse strings at the general assembly. The Governor will deliver his remarks at 9-30 later this 
morning at the state capitol in Richmond. 

9. NewsChannel 3 at 5:00am  August 18, 2014 Length :25 Later today, Congressman Eric 
Cantor will be stepping down. He made the announcement earlier this month during an 
interview with the Richmond-Times dispatch. The seven-term congressman was already 
headed out of office, after losing a republican primary election challenge to Tea Party 
favorite Dave Brat.  

10. NewsChannel 3 at 6:00am August 18, 2014 Length :25 Later today, Congressman Eric 
Cantor will be stepping down. He made the announcement earlier this month during an 
interview with the Richmond-Times dispatch. The seven-term congressman was already 
headed out of office, after losing a republican primary election challenge to Tea Party 
favorite Dave Brat.  

11. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30am  September 15, 2014 Length :40 Spending cuts are on the way 
for the Commonwealth. Virginia Governor Terry McAuliffe and state lawmakers have 
hammered out a plan that they hope will balance the state budget. Lawmakers are trying to 
fill a two-point-four billion dollar revenue shortfall. 

12. NewsChannel 3 at 5:30am September 24, 2014 Length :30 Former Virginia Senator Jim 
Webb said he is "seriously looking" at a potential run for the democratic nomination for 
president in 2016. He made the comment at the national press club in Washington 
yesterday.  You may remember, webb left the senate at the end of his first term in January 
2013.  

 
RACE 

1. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 5:30am July 17, 2014 Length :25 the chairman of c-b-s 
sports said the network will not tell their announcers whether to say the name, but will 
leave it up to them and the production team. he also said, between now - and the start of 
football season - the network will decide what to do.  there has been a lot of pressure on 
the washington redskins to change the team's name because many believe it is offensive - 
going so far as to cal it a "racial slur." 

2. NewsChannel 3 at 4:00pm July 15, 2014 Length 1:30 a federal judge says no one can use 
the word "redskins" in his courtroom. instead - he proposes a different way to talk about the 
nfl team. mark albert has more. 

3. NewsChannel 3 at 4:00pm July 28, 2014 Length :30  the battle over the sale of the l-a 
clippers will soon be in the hands of a judge.  the judge will decide if donald sterling's 
estranged wife can sell the team. she has a buyer and a 2-billion dollar agreement. but 
donald sterling says not so fast. he is counter suing his wife and the n-b-a. the league 
ordered the sale of the team after his recorded racist remarks to a companion were made 
public. mrs sterling says her husband is mentally incapable of making decisions on his own.  

4. NewsChannel 3 at Noon July 1, 2014 paula deen -- starting to work on her come-back. she's 
opening a restaurant this summer in tennessee. it will be called "paula deen's family 
kitchen". the restaurant will be deen's first attempt to revive her brand, since she admitted 



to using a racial slur last year.  she later lost her t-v show and a number of endorsement 
deals. 

5. NewsChannel3 at 4:00pm August 20, 2014 Length :20 macy's will pay 650 thousand dollars 
to settle allegations of racial profiling at its flagship store in new york city's herald square. 
the retailer also agreed to a number of changes including additional employee training and 
better investigations of customer complaints. the state opened an investigation last year 
after getting several complaints from minority customers. 18-people say they got detained - 
even when they did nothing wrong.  

6. NewsChannel 3 at 5:00pm August  13, 2014 Length 1:10 dreadlocks, cornrows, and twist 
braids will now be more accepted in the military.  it's all because of some recent rule 
changes.  defense secretary chuck hagel announced the changes. they come after a three 
month review of female grooming standards -- following lots of complaints that the rules 
unfairly targeted african-american women. 

7. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 5:30am August 26, 2014 Length :45 a first for the virginia 
beach fire department. krystal jacobs is now the first african-american woman to graduate 
from the academy -- and become a full-time firefighter in the city. she was among 23 
firefighters who graduated last night. 

8. NewsChannel 3 at 4:00pm August 20, 2014 Length 1:30  u.s. attorney general eric holder is 
in ferguson, missouri today.  he's looking into the investigation into the death of an 
unarmed african-american teen shot by police officer darren wilson.  at the same time - a 
grand jury is hearing evidence in the case. 

9. NewsChannel 3 at 5:00pm September 19, 2014 Length :30 by a large margin -- virginia 
voters say the washington red skins should not change their team name! that's according to 
a new statewide survey. the survey found that 71 percent of voters support keeping the 
name -- which has been challenged as racist -- while 21 percent of them said it should be 
changed. 23 percent of those surveyed said the name is offensive to native Americans --68 
percent said it wasn't considered offensive to their culture. 
 
 

SAFETY  
1. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 6:30am July 31, 2014 Length :20 Hyundai is recalling about 

5700 2015 Sonatas.  They have a brake issue.  Take it to the manufacturer to fix. 
2. NewsChannel 3 at Noon July 20, 2014 Length :20 Suzuki announced it is recalling nearly 

26,000 cars in the US.  All of the cars were made by General Motors in Korea.  Officials say 
the daytime running light modules, can overheat and cause a fire. 

3. NewsChannel 3 at Noon July 28, 2014 Length :20 Nissan has a recall.  The recall includes 
some 2002 to 2004 Infinities, Maximas and Pathfinders.  Here's the problem, the air bags 
could rupture shooting out metal fragments when deployed. 

4. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 6:30am July 24, 2014 Length :20 General Motors issuing 
yet another recall.  This one involves over 700,000 cars and trucks.  GM says the problems 
range from a broken screw that could cause front seats to move up and down freely,  to 
problems with the power steering.  

5. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 5:30am August 29, 2014 Length :20 Suzuki is recalling their 
Spiders.  19,000 cars are at risk.  They say fuel vapor vents in the models from 2010 – 2013 
Kizashi cars could clog. 

6. NewsChannel 3 at Noon August 28, 2014 Length :20 NRS is recalling about 3,500 water 
sports helmets.  The helmet's chin strap can come apart causing the helmet to fall off.  If you 



have one of these helmets -- don't use it anymore and take it back for a free replacement or 
refund. 

7. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 5:00am August 20, 2014 Length :20 Whole Foods has a 
recall.  Some peanut and almond butters are being recalled because of salmonella concerns. 
Hain Celestial group incorporated issued the recall.  The brand names include 'arrowhead 
mills' peanut butters and 'maranatha' almond butters and peanut butters. 

8. NewsChannel 3 at 6:00pm August 27, 2014 Length :20 5 brands are pulling their air 
conditioning and heating units off the shelves because of the burn hazard.  So far 5 incidents 
have been reported -- no one has been hurt.  you're asked to stop using them and unplug 
them immediately.  We have the brands at WTKR.com 

9. NewsChannel 3 at Noon September 30, 2014 Length :20 8,000 hoodies are being recalled.  
They may choke kids.  They were sold at Kroger. 

10. NewsChannel 3 at Noon September 30, 2014 Length :20 Toyota is recalling some trucks.  It 
includes the 2005 – 2011 Tacoma Models.  The rear suspension might break or corrode. 

11. NewsChannel3 at Noon, September 29, 2014 Length: 20 Several varieties of pet food sold 
nationwide have been recalled after some tested positive for salmonella.  They're all from 
Bravo brand's high-end line known as "raw diet," that must be kept refrigerated or frozen.  If 
you own this brand, do not feed it to your pet. 

12. NewsChannel 3 This Morning at 6:30am September 26, 2014 Length :20 Chrysler has some 
recalls.  All the recalled vehicles are from the 2008 model year, including the jeep grand 
Cherokee.   Also under recall are the 2008 Dodge Charger, Chrysler 300, Dodge Magnum and 
Jeep commander. 

 
TRANSPORTATION 

1. NewsChannel 3 at  4:00 July 11, 2014,  Length :22  If you tried to go through the midtown 
tunnel yesterday afternoon between three and five and got turned around because of water 
inside the tunnel -- don't worry you will not be charged a toll. The Elizabeth river tunnels 
service center has filtered through all the transactions during that time and will be removing 
any fees. 

2. NewsChannel 3 at  4:00 July 14, 2014,  Length 0:12  The North Carolina department of 
transportation needs to close the lane so crews can safely monitor the bridge to see what 
repairs need to be made after hurricane Arthur. The bridge was closed to traffic during the 
storm. 

3. NewsChannel 3 at 12:00 July 15, 2014, Length 0:22   Road crews are still working to fill a 
sinkhole on shillelagh road this afternoon. City officials say the sinkhole is 6 feet deep. 
Initially cars were getting around the hole. But now emergency crews have closed shillelagh 
road to make the necessary repairs.  

4. NewsChannel 3 at 11 July 10, 2014, Length 0:24 Construction crews building the 
replacement bridge were able to get most of their equipment off the bridge before 
hurricane Arthur. Except one large piece, the crane. Now that crane needs to be dismantled. 
a temporary road is being built next to the bridge to bring in another crane to remove the 
old crane.    

5. NewsChannel 3 at 11 July 04, 2014, Length 0:31 We want to update you on the condition of 
NC highway 12 on hatters island. The highway was shut down due to hurricane Arthur -- and 
it is still closed while crews repair the road. Dare county officials say they are working with 
North Carolina DOT to restore access to the island. 
 


